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The construction industry is in a difficult position entering 2024, as it
suffers from a declining economic climate. It is important to understand 
the likely repercussions on the construction industry in this environment so 
businesses can prepare and adapt. Read the article here.

A common misconception is that you have to be extremely wealthy to put
in place a will. No matter how large or small your assets are, it is always 
important to have a will that outlines who you want to inherit your estate. 
Read the article here.

As we kick off 2024, various employment law changes are due to come
into force over the course of the year. Staying informed and proactive
of the upcoming changes is crucial to ensuring compliance and
fostering a positive workplace. Read the article here.

Surrender and re-grant of agricultural tenancies

Artificial Intelligence is trending worldwide. As a commercial solicitor,
I see AI as an exciting emerging technology which provides a number of tools 
to help businesses thrive. However, as AI develops, some foreseeable pitfalls 
should be avoided. Read the article here.

In this month’s newsletter, we look at some of the transformative changes we 
can expect in 2024. From the latest in Artificial Intelligence, where we explore 
how it can have legal pitfalls, to insights on how the economic climate may 
affect the construction sector. Additionally, we’ll examine what lies ahead 
for employers, covering emerging law changes. Lastly, we’ll highlight why 
everyone should consider creating a will, regardless of wealth.
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